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Protection mechanisms of the iron-plated armor of a deep-sea hydrothermal vent gastropod
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armor of Crysomallon squamiferum materials. Here, we report new materials and mechanical design development of improved load-bearing and protective engineering and multifunctional properties, hold enormous potential for the Biological exoskeletons, in particular those with unusually robust tensile loads. The structure-property-performance relationships described are expected to be of technological interest for a variety of civilian and defense applications.
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Many organisms have evolved robust protective exterior structures over millions of years to maximize survivability in their specific environments. Biological exoskeletons or “natural armor” must fulfill various performance requirements such as wear resistance, dissolution prevention, thermal and hydration regulation, and accommodations for feeding, locomotion, and reproduction. Another critical function of these systems is mechanical protection from predators that can induce damage from, for example, penetration, fatigue, drilling, peeling, chipping, hammering, crushing, and kinetic attacks (1). Hence, a diverse array of macroscopic geometries, sizes, and hierarchical, multilayered composite structures exist (2). The shells of gastropod molluscs have long provided key insights into the mechanical performance of biological armor materials. Early on, Wainwright carried out macroscopic mechanical experiments on bivalve shells and formulated important questions on the contributions of different crystal textures to their strength and other functional properties (3). Soon after, Currey and Taylor characterized the properties of numerous mollusc shell microstructures and determined that the inner nacreous layer had superior mechanical properties (4). Subsequently, three decades of investigations ensued on nacre (5–9), leading to the generalized concept of “mechanical property amplification;” i.e., order of magnitude increases in strength and toughness exhibited by biological composites compared to their individual constituent materials beyond simple rule of mixture formulations (10–12). These discoveries engendered numerous efforts to produce nacre-mimetic composite materials that also exhibit mechanical property amplification (12–15). Design, inspired by nature, of engineering materials with robust and multifunctional mechanical properties [i.e., those which sustain a variety of loading conditions (16)] is a topic of major technological interest in a variety of civilian and defense applications (17).

Here, we identify the design principles of the shell of a gastropod mollusc from a deep-sea hydrothermal vent Order Neomphalina (18), family Peltospiridae (19), species Crysomallon squamiferum (20)]. This system has a trilayered structure unlike any other known mollusc or any other known natural armor, with a relatively thick compliant organic layer embedded between two stiffer mineralized layers, an outer iron sulfide–based layer and an inner calcified shell (Fig. 1A). High-resolution nanoscale testing methods, adapted from our prior work on other biological materials (21) were employed to quantify the local mechanical properties through the cross section of various layers. These results were then incorporated into a computational model of the entire multilayered exoskeletal structure in order to assess its penetration resistance under a simulated predatory attack. This process leads to the realization that each layer of the shell is responsible for distinct and multifunctional roles in mechanical protection. The overall methodology developed here involves direct correlation of the fine structure and properties to larger length scale biomechanical performance and function in the context of a common environmental threat (a predatory penetrating attack). The resulting mechanistic understanding has significant potential to expand current knowledge of the evolutionary design of functional structures in biology, as well as to inspire developments in protective layered design of engineered materials.

Trilayered Structure of the Shell of C. squamiferum

The majority of exoskeletal structures found in nature are multilayered composites with a diversity of layer thicknesses, layer sequences, number of layers, and nano- and microstructures employed for each layer (22–24), resulting in a distinctive “mechanical profile,” i.e., spatial dependence of mechanical properties through the shell cross section specific to each species. A multi-layered exoskeletal structure must sustain corresponding environmental threats, and its local mechanical profile is a critical determinant of the larger length scale biomechanical function including, for example, resistance to penetration, fracture modes, energy dissipation, elastic deformation, etc. Most gastropod molluscs have an outer cross-linked organic proteinaceous (concholin) periostracum that overlays a highly calcified (approximately 0.01–5 wt% organic) shell composed of sublayers of crystalline calcium carbonate (typically aragonite or calcite) of a variety of microstructures (2, 25). The shell of the gastropod mollusc studied here, C. squamiferum [recently discovered at the Kairei Indian hydrothermal vent field, Central Indian Ridge (18)], possesses a trilayered structure comprised of a mineralized iron sulfide–based outer layer (OL) containing greigite, Fe3S4 [verified by x-ray diffraction (XRD) and energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) spectroscopy (SI Text)], similar to its dorsal sclerites (18, 26), up to 30 μm thick, followed by an organic middle layer (ML), presumably the periostracum, approximately 150 μm thick.
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followed by a transition to a highly calcified inner shell [inner layer (IL)] approximately 250 μm thick (Fig. 1A and B).

The OL exhibits a micro- to nanogranular composite structure composed of iron sulfide particles (down to approximately 20 nm diameter) and organic, and a heterogeneous “wavy” interfacial geometry resulting in nonuniform thickness (Fig. 1C and D). Previous studies (18, 26) on the purity and regularity of the iron sulfides suggest direct biological control by this gastropod, the only metazoan known to employ iron sulfide as a skeletal material (18). Between the OL and ML exists a gradient region (shown below via mechanical property measurement) with wavy rows rich in iron sulfide particles (Fig. 1E). The ML is exceedingly thick relative to the calcified IL, compared to typical periostraca (27). Other molluscs found in the same vicinity of the Kairei hot vent (28) also have thick periostraca relative to the calcified shell, for example, *Alviniconcha* (29), *Lepetodrilus* (30), and *Bathymodiolus* (31), while many other molluscs from hot vents at other geographical locations have thin periostraca (32). Periostraca are known to act as a template for shell mineralization and possibly serve as protection from harsh corrosive and
dissolution environments (e.g., brackish, cold-water, low-pH conditions), as well as chemical protection from boring secretions (27). We hypothesize that the periostracum may also be mechanically advantageous. The contribution of the periostracum to the mechanical performance of the entire exoskeletal structure is largely unknown, an effect that will be significant for thick periostraca, which we explore in this work and describe below. A similar wavy interfacial geometry is observed between the ML and calcified IL (Fig. 1F). The calcified IL is composed of aragonite (verified by XRD and EDX, see *SI Text*) and possesses a gradient layer (shown below via mechanical property measurement) with a typical crossed lamellar layer (CLL) microstructure (24) (approximately 50 μm thick, Fig. 1G), followed by a relatively thick layer also with a CLL microstructure (approximately 200 μm thick, Fig. 1H), followed by a thin prismatic layer (PL) on the inner surface of the shell (approximately 1.5 μm thick).

**Nanoscale Mechanical Profile of the Shell of *C. squamiferum***

Instrumented nanoindentation (21, 33) (see *Materials and Methods*) in ambient conditions enables the quantification of
mechanical properties of the individual material layers of the C. squamiferum shell. Averaged values of the indentation stiffness calculated by the Oliver–Pharr (O-P) method (34), $E_{\text{O-P}}$, of the mechanically distinct OL, ML, and CLL were found to be 28.8, 8.0, and 98.9 GPa, respectively (Fig. 2A). A similar trend was observed for averaged values of the indentation hardness, $H_{\text{O-P}}$, which were determined to be 1.7, 0.5, and 5.4 GPa in the OL, ML, and CLL, respectively (Fig. 2B). This stiff (hard)–compliant (ductile)–stiff (hard) trilayer (Fig. 2C) is consistent with the known materials design described above, whereby a high degree of mineralization exists in the IL and OL and the absence of mineralization was observed in the ML. Similar trends were observed for experiments carried out in aqueous solution (phosphate buffered saline solution), albeit with reduction in magnitude of approximately 50% for the material property values. Simulations (described following) were carried out by using both sets of values (ambient and aqueous) and though ambient results are reported in detail, all trends reported were consistent for both sets of data. Previously reported values of the indentation modulus and hardness for the outer iron sulfide layer and organic concholin layer of the dermal sclerites were somewhat higher than those reported here, which could be due to differences in hydration, although the relative trends among layers were similar (26), which is the important focus of this work. Two gradient regions were observed; between the OL and ML (approximately 2–1 GPa/μm) and within the GL (approximately 1.8 GPa/μm) between the ML and CLL (Fig. 2A and B). The OL–ML gradient is likely due to the reduction in the concentration of iron sulfides from the OL to ML, which has been reported previously (26).

Mechanisms of Energy Dissipation and Reduced Radial Displacement of the Shell of C. squamiferum

The experimentally measured local mechanical data were directly incorporated into a larger length scale computational (finite element) model representing the entire curved, multilayered shell structure (including the OL, ML, GL, and CLL) in response to a penetrating rigid indenter normal to the shell surface (Fig. 3A, see Materials and Methods). Modulus and yield stress values were obtained through elastic–perfectly plastic finite element fits to nanoindentation data, rather than the O-P data of Fig. 2. This model simulates the local loading of a common generic predatory attack (penetrating indenter), for example, by Brachyuran crabs (Austinograea sp.) that were found in the same vicinity of the Kairei vent field as the gastropod (28). Crabs are known to compress gastropod mollusc shells between their chela (claws) (35), which is expected to result in a local indentation of the shell structure at the sites of the chela protruding “fingers.” Each material layer was represented by an elastic–perfectly plastic constitutive model and maximum loads up to 60 N were employed, comparable in magnitude to the known crushing force generated by the chela of Brachyuran crabs (36). A complex multiaxial stress and strain field develops locally in response to the locally penetrating load (Fig. 3B). Plastic (inelastic) equivalent strain contours show that limited inelasticity occurs in the OL from high local stress concentrations at indenter tip (Fig. 3B, von Mises stress) while the bulk of inelastic deformation occurs in the

Fig. 2. Mechanical properties of the individual layers of the shell of C. squamiferum. (A) Spatial distributions of O-P modulus and (B) hardness through the cross section (top optical microscopy image) for three different spatial pathways. (C) Pooled statistics (mean values and standard deviations) of O-P modulus and hardness for each layer.

Fig. 3. Computational model of entire multilayered shell of C. squamiferum. (A) Finite element microindentation (indenter radius = 3 μm, included angle = 90°) simulation approximating the shell as hemispherical where the experimentally measured thickness and mechanical properties of the individual layers were taken into account. (B) Predicted stress and strain contours (maximum load, $F$ = 28 N). Prediction of (C) plastic (inelastic) energy dissipation as a function of loading force and (D) radial displacement of point A on inner surface (see A) versus loading force and (E) radial displacement at point A versus plastic (inelastic) dissipation for the multilayered structure compared with three monolayered structures (Mono-OL, Mono-ML, and Mono-CLL).
underlying organic ML. The inelastic front arrests at the GL, thereby preventing yielding of the inner calcified shell layers.

The simulated indentation on the outer curved convex surface is observed to also induce bending of the entire exoskeletal structure near the point of loading. The rigid IL provides resistance to bending and radial displacements (discussed below in detail), as well as general structural support. Resistance to bending is also important for the “lip-peeking” mechanism of predation where, for larger molluscs that cannot be directly crushed by the chelae, the crab repeatedly inserts one of its chelae into the shell aperture and bends and breaks off a section of the thinnest outer lip until access to the internal body is gained (37). If the indentation load theoretically is sufficiently high in a penetrating attack to overcome the protection of the ML and to induce inelasticity of the IL through elevated tensile stresses (Fig. 3B, S_11, S_22, and S_12) due to bending, the IL would be susceptible to fracture normal to the shell surface. However, a number of “safety mechanisms” exist to mitigate catastrophic failure of the shell if this were to happen; propagating cracks from the IL are arrested by the highly inelastic ML (observed experimentally, discussed below). Moreover, a variety of energy dissipation mechanisms exist that are inherent to biological organic–inorganic hierarchical composite structures; for example, tortuous microcracking (6, 38) (observed experimentally, discussed below) results in extension of intercalated organic material between mineralized constituents during their separation (5).

In order to further explore the mechanical advantages of the multilayered structure of the C. squamiferum shell, three hypothetical monolayered structures were generated by specifying the material properties in each simulation as those of OL, ML, and CLL, respectively, for comparison to the multilayered structure. Two functionally relevant parameters were tracked during the indentation: the plastic (inelastic) energy dissipation, which is a measure of the toughness of the entire exoskeletal structure, and the radial displacement of the entire surface of the shell at point A underneath the indenter tip (Fig 3A, Inset). The latter represents how much the inner soft tissues will be compressed during indentation (a potentially life-threatening blunt trauma situation). The increase in inelastic energy dissipation with loading force for the multilayered structure is approximately equivalent to that of the Mono-ML (Fig. 3C), consistent with the inelastic equivalent strain distributions (Fig. 3B) and much higher than those in Mono-OL and Mono-CLL. The increase in radial displacement at point A with loading force for the multilayered structure is much lower than in both Mono-ML and Mono-OL, but as expected, is larger than the stiff Mono-CLL (Fig. 3D). The radial displacement versus plastic (inelastic) dissipation (Fig. 3E) plot reveals that the multilayered system tracks the Mono-CLL closely, thereby achieving much reduced radial displacement simultaneously with large degrees of inelastic energy dissipation, both of which are beneficial for armor performance. The inherent curvature of the C. squamiferum shell plays a significant role in preventing radial displacements by increasing the stiffness of the shell structure while maintaining an equivalent level of inelastic energy dissipation, as well as reducing tensile stresses on the inner side of the shell. Simulations were repeated by using different indenter radii ranging up to 300 μm, and all trends presented were consistent within this range.

Mitigation of Inelasticity of the Inner Calcified Shell Layers of C. squamiferum

The monolayered CLL system is similar to many gastropod mollusc shells, which are highly calcified through the majority of their cross-sectional thickness (i.e., with relatively thin periostraca). In such shells, inelastic deformation takes place by extensive microfracture, and energy dissipation is achieved by the mechanisms mentioned previously due to the organic–inorganic nano- and microstructures, which undergo a variety of fracture processes (5, 6).

Such mechanisms are particularly beneficial for resistance to fatigue cracking (the cumulative process of extending microcracks), which is known to take place via repeated compressive loading by crab chela (39). One primary advantage of the multilayered system of C. squamiferum is that inelasticity of the inner calcified layers are mitigated by the ML. Instead, an equivalent energy dissipation takes place via inelastic deformation of the unusually thick ML (Fig. 3B and E). There are a number of possible reasons that the avoidance of shell inelasticity and fracture as a protection mechanism might be advantageous to C. squamiferum; for example, it will further delay catastrophic fracture under fatigue loading. Localized fractures are expected to be more susceptible to dissolution at the low pH conditions of the hydrothermal vent (40).

Potential Role of the Iron Sulfide-Based Granular Coating to the Mechanical Performance of the Shell of C. squamiferum

The granular composite structure of the iron sulfide–based OL of the C. squamiferum shell is the first line of defense against a penetrating impact. Vickers microhardness experiments with the load applied perpendicular to the top surface of shell reveal interesting deformation mechanisms (Fig. 4A, maximum load approximately 9.8 N, maximum depth approximately 62 μm). Within the indent region, consolidation of the granular structure is observed within and around the indent. Localized microfractures exhibit tortuous, branched, and noncontinuous pathways, as well as jagged crack fronts resulting from separation of granules, all of which are beneficial for energy dissipation and preventing catastrophic brittle fracture. Such microfracture modes may serve as a sacrificial mechanism. Upon indentation, inelastic deformation will be localized in the softer organic material between the granule interfaces, which allows for intergranular displacement and friction (41) while simultaneously being compressed down into the softer ML. Shear of iron sulfide nanoparticles against the indenter surface is expected, in particular since penetrating attacks take place off-angle rather than directly on top of the shell apex (35), and can be facilitated by intergranular displacements during yielding of the OL. This provides a potential grinding abrasion and wear mechanism to deform and blunt the indenter (since biological penetrating threats are in reality deformable as well) that will continue throughout the entire indentation process. The local heterogeneous stress concentrations due to compression of the granules in the OL by the indenter are expected to further facilitate inelastic deformation of the indenter. Microhardness values are of the same or-
der of the nanoscale hardness values for the ML and appear to be dominated by the organic component within and underneath the OL at increasing loads (Fig. 4B). Microhardness tests of the GL with the load applied perpendicular to the exoskeletal cross section show that cracks propagating through the IL do not continue into the ML (Fig. 4C); fracture was never observed in the highly inelastic ML via microhardness experiments at loads up to 10 N. Furthermore, the wavy geometry between the OL/ML results in heterogeneous interfacial stress distributions (SI Text) and a potential energy dissipating mechanism via interfacial delamination, which if inflated would subsequently be arrested by neighboring regions of interfacial compression and low shear, thereby preventing continuous and complete delamination of the entire OL from the ML or catastrophic fracture within the OL (42). It is interesting to see how C. squamiferum has created these additional different protection mechanism compared to other gastropod molluscs by using materials plentiful and specific to the deep-sea hydrothermal vent environment, i.e., vent fluids rich in dissolved sulfides and metals (18).

**Multifunctional Biological Aspects of the Design of the Shell of C. squamiferum**

The design principles of the trilayered shell of C. squamiferum (Fig. 5) exhibit many aspects that are different from the highly calcified shells of typical gastropod molluscs or any other natural armor. Each material layer serves distinct and multifunctional roles leading to many advantages (Fig. 5). The dermal sclerites of C. squamiferum also possess a similar iron sulfide–based OL and an inner organic ML on top of soft pedal tissue and, hence, no inner calcified layers exist as in the outer shell (18). The OL/ML covering the dermal sclerites is also expected to be beneficial for dissipating energy during kinetic projectile attacks of the radular teeth of the predatory Turrid gastropod Phymorhynchus, which was also found in the same vicinity of the Kairei vent field as C. squamiferum (18, 28). Similar cone snails are known to launch their radular teeth by targeting the foot and aperture of their prey rather than the shell, since calcified shells can easily resist their penetration (43). An inner calcified layer would not be as critical for the dermal sclerites since these structures would be able to sustain much larger displacements without jeopardizing the survivability of the mollusc. In addition to the mechanical advantages, the OL and ML were experimentally determined to resist low pH dissolution, and the ML was also predicted to be beneficial for protection against brief thermal impulses (SI Text). Hence, the shell of C. squamiferum is a multifunctional design providing protection against numerous environmental threats found in the deep-sea hydrothermal vent environment to maximize survivability. While C. squamiferum evolved relatively recently (18), the specific evolutionary origins of this mechanically robust shell have yet to be determined, i.e., it is unclear whether it represents an advanced functional adaptation as an antipredatory response or an adaptation (i.e., a trait that evolved to serve one function, but subsequently and simultaneously may serve other functions).

**Potential for Improved Biologically Inspired Engineering Applications**

The design of synthetic bioinspired materials and structures that mimic natural systems is an enormous field with great potential for transforming numerous engineering and science fields, including civil engineering, bioengineering, mechanical engineering, materials science and engineering, chemical engineering, and aeronautics and astronautics (11). The design space for synthetic multilayered structural composites for protective applications is enormous, with a large number of potential design parameters, e.g., layer thickness, geometry, gradation, number, and sequence, anisotropic elastic constants, plastic anisotropy, strain-rate dependence, strain hardening/softening, delamination criteria, crush strength, interphase properties, spatial dependence of mechanical properties such as gradation, etc. Hence, predicting the response of such systems is extremely complicated and requires accurate information on the constituent material failure mechanisms, interactions and interfaces between constituent materials, the details of the penetration process, the rate- and length scale-dependent material constitutive laws of the material components, as well as the geometry and material properties of the penetrating object (44). Much of this information is typically unknown, and thus, frequently parametric approximation is necessary. Biological systems, such as the one described here, greatly reduce the engineering design space since efficient threat-protection design concepts have emerged through the lengthy evolutionary process that fulfill the necessary functions and constraints (17).

In particular, the efficient natural armor structural system described here sustains high mechanical loading, as well as thermal fluctuations with inherent mechanisms to prevent catastrophic failure. The multimaterial, trilayer design and advantageous curved geometry enables structural stiffening, reduction of radial displacements, penetration resistance, and stability during thermal impulses even with the presence of large mismatches between constituent materials. Trilayered sandwich composite designs have had limited use in military applications, and the concepts reported here could lead to bioinspired improvements and broader applicability and improved performance for human, vehicle, and structural armor. Additionally, the effects of layer geometry and material selection of different layers have been topics of considerable research concerning engineered materials optimized with sharp and graded layers for improved thermomechanical performance (45, 46) and indentation (47). The combination of material layering, compositional gradation, and microlayer and macroscopic geometrical design found in the gastropod mollusc shell offers important lessons for optimizing multifunctionality in engineering design aimed at enhancing mechanical performance characteristics and protection.

Furthermore, the new fundamental mechanical phenomena described here could also potentially be employed for use in protective engineering applications. For example, the amplification of energy dissipation through sacrificial “trapping” of tortuous noncatastrophic microcracks and localized nanoscale delamination of the outer granular Fe-based nanoparticle-organic composite layer (Fig. 3E). This concept of utilizing a sacrificial nanoparticle-organic coating to cause extensive energy dissipation through these mechanisms is largely unexplored in synthetic systems and could be utilized for any application requiring enhanced penetration resistance without the addition of excessive weight. Specific potential applications include synthetic engineered armor (e.g., human body, vehicle, and structural), automobiles (e.g., exterior paint of cars, motorcycles, etc.), construction applications...
(e.g., pipelines that need resistance to rock penetration/abrasion), and sporting equipment (e.g., helmets, etc.). Such granular layers (GLs) may also hold potential for abrasion, blunting, and redirection of incoming threats. Lastly, another central issue to the field of engineered composites (e.g., aeronautics and astronautics), which has been considered at length, is the joining of different material layers together that are structurally stable and do not undergo complete delamination during loading. The heterogeneous layer-to-layer interfacial geometries described here also hold great potential for progress in this area.

Materials and Methods

Experimental. The shell of C. squamiferum was provided by Swedish Museum of Natural History. Samples were prepared by polishing and embedding in epoxy according to our previously reported protocols utilized for other biological materials (21). Backscattered electron microscopy images were taken with a JEOL JSM-6700F. EDX spectroscopy analysis was conducted with JEOL-5910 equipped with Röntec EDX system (Röntec GmbH, Germany) at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV. XRD analysis was conducted with Bruker D8 Multipurpose Diffractometer and Rigaku Rotating Anode X-Ray Powder Diffractometer. Nanoindentation experiments were carried out using a Triboindenter (Hysitron Inc.) in ambient conditions and with a molecular force tip.